ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Image registration aligns the information in different images and to visualize as a combined image. Image registration operates for different conditions such as images taken at different time, view point and/ or different sensors [3] . The goal of image registration is to find the best geometrical mapping to align the images. This geometrical alignment of medical images has its rapid growth in diagnosis, treatment planning, computer-aided therapies and in biomedical research. Image registration falls under two categories-voxel or intensity -based and featurebased. In intensity-based method, the whole image is employed; where they operate directly on image intensity. In feature-based method, features like contours, crest lines, points-have to be extracted from the images in pre-processing step and has to be matched.
Intensity-based method works better than feature-based image registration [1] [2] . Image registration techniques generally depends on many criteria such as, nature of registration, ie, extrinsic or intrinsic based, transformation model and optimisation procedure [4] .The most applicable algorithms for medical image registration are based on optimising voxel-based similarity measure. Surface registration techniques focus on three factors, namely, choice of transformation, similarity criterion and global optimisation [6] . Many metrics such as, sum of squared differences, sum of absolute differences, mutual information, normalised correlation can be used for intensity-based medical image registration [7] - [9] . The drawbacks of traditional numerical based optimisation algorithms like, gradient descent, Powell's method, can be overcome by genetic algorithm. It finds a global optimal solution, escaping from local optima [5] [10] .
In this paper, image registration is done by genetic algorithm. The most crucial step in GA is to choose the objective function which is used to evaluate the fitness of each chromosome. The fitness value is determined by the similarity metrics which is the objective function. Here normalised correlation is used as the objective function for GA process. The result obtained by normalised correlation is compared with mutual information method which is estimated by mean squared error.
METHODOLOGY
Fig1 shows the flow of image registration process. Image registration process involves two MRI images, namely, reference image I R , and a scene image I S , which has to be aligned in accordance with the reference image [1] .
Fig1. Flow of image registration process
The result of registration process is that the reference I R and transformed scene image f(I S ) are similar possible.
Of those two images, one image is rotated to 180 degrees and this is taken as scene image. Similarity transformations, ie, translation, rotation and scaling are applied to scene image. The similarity between the reference and transformed scene image are determined by normalised correlation which is the similarity metric. If A(x,y) and B(x,y) are two images, Normalised correlation(NC) is defined.
(1)
Where n= number of pixels in two images, ‫,ܣ‬ ‫ܤ‬ are average intensity values.
Genetic Algorithm
If the best transformation is not obtained, an optimiser is used to find the optimal transformation. Genetic algorithm is used to find the best transformation. The search strategy used is parameterbased method [1] [2] . The crucial step in GA is to encode the parameters into GA chromosomes. Real encoding is used than binary encoding. Efficiency of GA is increased since there is no conversion to binary type and different genetic operators can be used [11] . So the encoding involves the transformation parameters directly. It is represented by five real numbers, namely one rotation parameter (τ ), two translation parameters (t), and two scaling parameters (s). GA cycle follows four process-fitness evaluation, selection, recombination and creation of new population. Initial population is set to 50 chromosomes. Normalised correlation is used to find the similarity for each transformation and evaluation of this objective function called fitness value is calculated for each chromosome in the population. Next step involves selection of fittest individuals. Tournament method requires more execution time and hence Roulette's wheel method is used. Highest fit individuals are selected and genetic operators such as; crossover and mutation are applied to create next generation population. Here arithmetic crossover is used.
Where, A, B -individual from the old generation, P, Q -individual from new generation, α is the weight which governs dominant individual in reproduction and it is between 0 and 1.
So the succeeding generations will contain the offspring and also the best fit individuals from its preceding generations. Mutation operators randomly pick one of the individual in the chromosome and replace it by a random value in its range. Fitness value is calculated for the next generation individuals. This process is continued for many generations. Stopping criteria chosen is maximum generation. It is likely that as generation increases, best fitness, i.e. best transformation can be obtained. The process is continued until fitness value reaches high so that the registration completes. The global optimum is achieved by creating new population from individuals of existing population.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
For this experiment, simulated real world MRI images were taken from a public database. Images were obtained from brain web database at McGill University, which can be easily used to evaluate the performance of various image analysis methods. It has been frequently used by biomedical research community. The images taken are with and without noises, and presence or absence of lesions. The images are at the size of 181×217 pixels. 
Parameter settings
Transformation parameters are applied on the pair of images. The translation parameter, rotation parameter and scaling parameter are noted as t x , t y , τ, S x , S y respectively. Rotation is taken as 0 to 2π, translation is taken as [100 300] and scaling as [0. 5 2] .
Initial population was taken as 50. Crossover probability is 0.6 and mutation probability is 0.3. Stopping criteria is taken as the maximum generation. Maximum of 300 generations were done.
Analysis of results
Two pair of MRI images was taken. For each pair of images, GA was performed with NC and with mutual information (MI). Fitness using NC is calculated by maximising the similarity metric. For each generations, maximum of 10 runs were done. The results obtained are estimated by mean square error (MSE).GA with NC showed better result than GA with MI. Fig 3(b) represents the registration image obtained using NC. Fig 3(c) shows the registration image using MI. The results obtained were taken at 300th generation 
CONCLUSION
It can be seen that in both the cases, normalised correlation showed better convergence and also the MSE value to be less when compared with MI. It is observed that as generations' increases, the fitness value increases. Higher the fitness value and more constant it is, better the convergence.
The objective functions were evaluated for GA using normalised correlation, mutual information and mean square error method. Normalised correlation method shows better performance than the other. Registration is nothing but the calculation of an image transformation T, achieved by optimisation of some similarity measure computed directly from intensity values of the images. In future work, performance of intensity-based and feature-based methods may be analysed.
